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Read both accounts and notice differences. Ideological or Biographical The main idea is faith, but the miracle
could also be outlined around the centurion. There are differences in the gospel accounts of this miracle. Some
think these are two different miracles. But I think they refer to the same miracle because: They are both about
a Centurion and his slave. The main reason some think these are two different miracles is because Matthew
says that the Centurion himself went to see Jesus. Luke says that the centurion sent subordinates. Did the
centurion go himself or send others? It is passages like this that the critics hold up to show that the Bible is full
of mistakes. It is the epitome of arrogance for a man to come along and say that the Bible is wrong. Through
the years men have made many claims that the Bible is wrong. Then, archaeologists come along and prove
that the Bible is right after all. Paul was the author but someone else wrote it for him. Good secretaries can
write letters for their bosses that only need to be signed. Are the letters from the secretary or the boss? Nixon
was not at the Watergate hotel. Why was he impeached? Because he was responsible. The answer to the
differences between the two passages is -- The official was a man in authority and he sent representatives, but
it is the same thing as him going as far as his faith is concerned. For his purposes, it was easier, but still
accurate, to just say it was the centurion. He approaches Jesus through Jews. That was the proper way for a
Gentile to come to God in OT economy. Here is a Gentile who really understands and recognizes Jesus for
who he is. He also was very concerned for a servant and that was very untypical. His knowledge of God and
love for God is shown by his love for his fellow man. He was a generous man and had built a synagogue so
that he could worship the one true God with the Jews. The Testimony of the Centurion 11 1 His humility The
centurion, a man in authority is placing himself under the authority of Jesus. He feels he is not worthy. Again,
we see the extraordinary godliness of this man. That is the hurdle that keeps them from experiencing the grace
of God. This miracle is an illustration of the final statement in the sermon on the mount that the crowds were
amazed that Jesus spoke with such authority Mat 7: Here is one man who did. Perhaps he heard the sermon on
the mount. This Gentile really does understand a lot, believes it and acts on it. Luke leaves this out because he
is writing to a Gentile audience. There are a couple of things we can learn from this: This requires a literal
future millennium. There is a warning. See Weeping and gnashing of teeth discussion: Condemnation of Israel
for rejecting Messiah and they are in danger of losing their expected place in the kingdom of heaven. What
gets you in and keeps you out? Accepting Jesus as the Messiah. They were not in and then thrown out. It is
like being beat out of a job. You never got it. Who are the sons of the kingdom? That is what Jesus calls great
faith. His underlying character trait is humility. Israel refused to subject itself to the Messiah. Where is the
healing? It is back at the house and almost not a part of the miracle story. The truth surrounding the miracles is
overwhelming. The miracle is still important because it verifies the truth, but it is not what gets the emphasis.
In our day, those who believe that tongues and healing are still happening put their emphasis on the tongues
and miracles. Those who emphasize these gifts prove that they are not legitimate. The man built their
synagogue. This man knew and applied the OT scriptures and recognized the Messiah when he arrived. True
faith is demonstrated in a humble approach to God. The Jews rejected Christ and were replaced - Rom A man
is a good leader when he is a good follower.
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After a series of fairly mediocre designs in the A series in the past, and bearing in mind the threat posed by the
German 88 mm gun , the War Office demanded a major revision of the design requirements, specifically: A
high reverse speed was specified, as during the fighting in southern Italy, Allied tanks were trapped in narrow
sunken roads by the German Army. The modified production gearbox had a two-speed reverse, with the
higher reverse speed similar to second gear. The Christie suspension, with vertical spring coils between side
armour plates, was replaced by a Horstmann suspension with three horizontally sprung, externally mounted
two-wheel bogies on each side. The Horstmann design did not offer the same ride quality as the Christie
system, but took up less room and was easier to maintain. The hull was redesigned with welded, sloped
armour and featured a partially cast turret with the highly regarded 17 pounder With a Rover -built
Rolls-Royce Meteor engine, as used on the Comet and Cromwell , the new design would have excellent
performance. The War Office decided it would be wiser to build new trailers, rather than hamper what
appeared to be a superb design. The answer has to be a qualified negative. Subsequently, twenty pilot models
were ordered with various armament combinations: However, the glacis plate was highly sloped, and so the
effective thickness of the armour was very highâ€”a design feature shared by other effective designs, such as
the German Panther tank and Soviet T The tank was also highly mobile, and easily outperformed the Comet in
most tests. The tank entered service in December with the 5th Royal Tank Regiment. The new Centurion
Mark III also featured a fully automatic stabilisation system for the gun, allowing it to fire accurately while on
the move, dramatically improving battlefield performance. Improvements introduced with the Mk 3 included a
more powerful version of the engine and a new gun sight and gun stabiliser. And it was found possible to put
the Centurion on some European rail routes with their larger loading gauges. America was keen to have
Centurions supplied to Denmark and the Netherlands under the Mutual Defence Assistance Program, as
production of the M48 Patton would not start until April Engines had to be started every half hour, with each
gear being engaged in turn to prevent them from being frozen into place. They taught us that anywhere a tank
can go, is tank country: The 2nd Bn of the Parachute Regiment landed by ship in the harbour. Centurions of
the British 6th Royal Tank Regiment were landed and by Meanwhile, 40 Commando supported by the Royal
Tank Regiment remained engaged in clearing the downtown of Egyptian snipers. Colonel Ewen
Southby-Tailyour arranged for more reinforcements to be brought in via helicopter. Although they
successfully conducted combat operations in their areas of operations, reports from the field stated that their
lightly-armoured MA1 armoured personnel carriers were unable to force their way through dense jungle [36]
limiting their offensive actions against enemy forces. The Australian government, under criticism from
Parliament, decided to send a squadron of Australian Centurion tanks to South Vietnam. Originally deployed
as 26 Centurion tanks, after three and a half years of combat operations, 58 Centurions had served in country;
42 had suffered battle damage with six beyond repair and two crewmen had been killed in action. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Six Pakistani armoured regiments were opposed by three Indian armoured regiments. One of these
regiments, 3 Cavalry, fielded 45 Centurion tanks. The Centurion, with its 20 pounder gun and heavy armour,
proved to be more than a match for the M47 and M48 Pattons. On the other side, when Pakistani Army
commanders made good use of M47 Pattons and M48 Pattons , they proved to be quite capable of destroying
Centurion tanks, as witnessed in the Battle of Chawinda in the Sialkot sector. In , at the Battle of Basantar , an
armoured division and an armoured brigade of the Pakistani I Corps confronted two armoured brigades of the
Indian I Corps, which had Centurion tanks. Casualties were heavily skewed against the Pakistani force, with
46 tanks destroyed. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. During the war, Israel captured about 30 Jordanian Centurion tanks from a
total of 90 in Jordanian service. A modern fire control system, an improved fire extinguishing system, better
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electrical system and brakes, and the capability of installing reactive armour completed the modifications.
They have American radios and either have the original 7. Three were lost in training in two separate incidents
involving vehicle fires and detonation of munitions. This section does not cite any sources. August Learn how
and when to remove this template message Fifty Centurions were purchased by Jordan between and and by
about 90 Centurions were in service. V tanks armed with 20pdr guns, but was initially deployed on East Bank.
Later, the unit was moved urgently to the Hebron area, in West Bank, in order to link with the supposed
Egyptian advance. Some Centurion tanks were destroyed and about 30 captured by the Israeli Army. Israelis
entering Hebron captured 25 Jordanian Centurion tanks. The Royal Guards Brigade had one regiment that was
also equipped with Centurions. After the war, the army was rearmed and more Centurion tanks were
purchased. In , the 40th Armoured Brigade, the Jordanian elite armoured formation, was reequipped with
Centurions. The reinforced Syrian 5th division, with up to Ts, encountered Jordanian units consisting of the
25th Infantry and elements of the 40th Armoured Brigade around ar-Ramtha. In â€”, surviving Centurions of
the Jordanian Army were refitted with the diesel engine and transmission of the M60A1 tank in place of the
original Meteor petrol engine, Belgian SABCA computerised fire-control system, which incorporated a laser
range-finder and passive night sight for the gunner, Cadillac Gage electro-hydraulic turret drive and
stabilisation system and a new Teledyne Continental hydropneumatic suspension in place of the Hortsman
units. These upgraded vehicles were called the Tariq. After retirement from service with the arrival of
ex-British Challenger tanks in the late s, several Tariqs were converted into heavy APCs. A purchase request
was sent to Great Britain, but the reply was that no deliveries could be made before the needs of the British
Army had been satisfied, which was deemed to take between five and 15 years. Parallel with this, negotiations
were initiated with France about buying the AMX The British stance altered in early December , due to the
economic necessity of increasing exports to earn scarce foreign currency. Britain offered to sell the desired
Centurions immediately. The Centurions, together with the Stridsvagn , formed the backbone of the Swedish
armoured brigades for several decades. The Mk 3 and the Mk 5 were upgraded with a mm gun in the s,
becoming strv Between and , the Centurions had a midlife renovation and modification REMO done, which
included among other things night vision equipment, targeting systems, laser range finders, improved gun
stabilisation, thermal sleeves on the barrel and exhaust pipes and reactive armour developed by the Swedish
FFV Ordnance. They were replaced with the Stridsvagn and Stridsvagn Were the tank manned, the crew
would most likely have been killed by the shock wave. The turret crew were all wounded by shrapnel as the
RPG hollow charge jet entered the lower left side of the fighting compartment, travelled diagonally across the
floor and lodged in the rear right corner. Trooper Carter was evacuated, while the others remained on duty and
the tank remained battleworthy. Although other tanks were subjected to nuclear tests, is the only one known to
have withstood a blast and to go on for another 23 years of service, including 15 months on operational
deployment in a war zone.
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It essentially says that if you talk to any foreign government not approved by Washington about any civilian
topic such as energy policy, you can be accused of being a foreign agent, wiretapped and charged with a
crime: But in no way, shape or form is it about the theft or compromise of military secrets, which is the only
possible justification for governments to spy on their own citizens. By wantonly infringing upon his
constitutional right to free speech at home and abroad, therefore, Obama officials committed the gravest
possible assault on American democracy: Indeed, the FSA application â€” slathered in blackout ink as it is â€”
proves that the real meddlers in the election are the names listed below who signed the originally approved
application. The aim of the latter, of course, was to spy on other higher-up advisors and possibly even Trump
himself â€” and for the ultimate purpose of disrupting his campaign and defeating his candidacy. If that
smacks of a preventative Deep State coup â€” it was. After all, spying on the campaign of the nominee for
President of one of the two major political parties could be justified only by the very gravest evidence that the
candidate was a secret agent of an avowed and dangerous enemy of America. Neither pertained in this case.
When the first FISA application on Carter Page was submitted in July of and rejected by the court the
Intelligence Community IC had nothing on Trump except the unverified and ridiculously salacious initial
reports of the so-called Steele Dossier. Likewise, by any reasonable reading of the evidence Russia was an
uncooperative adversary of US foreign policy. But it was not a mortal enemy or existential threat to the
homeland by any stretch of the imagination â€” and therefore one that would justify extraordinary intervention
in the election process by the national security machinery of the state. By whatever manner Trump might have
come to his conclusions about Russia policy, it was a valid alternative to be decided by the electorate â€” not a
mortal threat to national security that warranted a surreptitious attack on his candidacy by the Deep State. To
wit, the Obama national security apparatchiks were nearly rabid with petty spite against a foreign leader who
had countermanded their efforts at regime change in Syria and NATO expansion in eastern Europe. As we
described at length in Part 2, Washington had turned on Putin with malice aforethought after he adroitly and
constructively defused the Syrian chemical weapons canard in and justifiably came to the defense of Russian
speaking populations in Crimea and the Donbas in after the US fostered coup by anti-Russian nationalists and
crypto-fascists in Kiev. Yet for these alleged transgressions against the writ of the Empire, Putin has been
virtually turned into the Devil Incarnate by official Washington; and any American who has come within a
country-mile of his allegedly sulfurous vapors is now apparently fair game to be accused of being his sinister
agent. If that is not the equivalent of 21st century witchcraft, we do not know what is. After all, any one in
possession of even a modicum of adult reasoning should be able to see that there are two sides to the Syria and
Crimea story. To the contrary, the Russian sanctions were recently minted and thoroughly debatable and
reversible policies of a President whose term was expiring. They had nothing to do with protecting military
secrets, the vital security of the homeland or even sacred national commitments written in stone owing to their
embrace by generations of officials who had gone before. We cannot make the last point strongly enough. In
fact, that occurred in late March and was held for the purpose of damage control after the Donald had averred
that he got his foreign policy advice mainly by watching TV! As it happened, however, virtually the entire
GOP foreign policy establishment was then in the Never Trump Camp â€” so Trump headquarters virtually
polled the phone book to get some names on a list that could be paraded before the press. Stephanopoulos
followed up, asking, "no e-mail, no text, nothing like that? The announcement initially drew attention because
Page, who owns and is the sole employee of the energy consulting firm Global Energy Capital, was a relative
unknownâ€¦. Well, of course he was an unknown no count. Moreover, a national security investigation worthy
of the name could have determined that in a day or two by simply reading the newspaper and consulting the
FBI closed case on the unwitting and harmless contacts he had had with Russian government personal during
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the period. As FBI Special Agent Gregory Monaghan noted in an originally sealed complaint against several
alleged Russian spies, Page had been the target of a recruitment effort around , but never took the bait and was
even ridiculed by his would be handlers as not one of the sharpest tools in the shed. According to the
documents, Page and Podobnyy first met at an energy symposium in New York in January At this conference,
Podobnyy gave his contact information to Page, who subsequently followed up with the Russian both by email
and in-person to talk about energy policy. In fact, the section of the document discussing Page never
characterizes him as a conscious spy or security risk, instead framing him as a victim of Sporyshev and
Podobnyy, who expressly denied that Page knew about their status as intelligence agents. Agent Monaghan
followed this up by also detailing how Page cooperated with FBI officials in telling them about his contact
with Podobnyy during their subsequent interview with him: Yet the rabid anti-Trumpites in the fifth estate
insist on absolute silliness like the following as proof that Page was a tool of the Russkies. Yet any one with a
modicum of common sense can see that Page was merely pitching his credentials as an international energy
export of standing: The context for this boast of sorts is straightforward. Carter Page had been a stock analyst
in the Merrill Lynch Moscow office between and , and thereafter set out to peddle himself as an international
energy expert and the proprietor of a two-bit international energy advisory firm of which he was the only
employee. In that capacity he bounced around various international energy conferences in New York, London
and St. Petersburg and undoubtedly attempted to burnish his credentials by touting his contracts in Moscow.
Even then, his invitation to speak at a Moscow conference in July resulted in nothing more than a follow-on
effort by CIA operative Stefan Halper to entrap him. All the rest of the material in the FISA application is
false, and was cycled from the Steele Dossier in three different ways. That is, it is cited directly in the
application as fact and also through the Harry Reid letter to the FBI of September and the Michael Isikoff
story in Yahoo News â€” both of which came via leaks from the Steele Dossier. The fact is, the Washington
swamp is crawling with operatives who live in the lap of luxury advising foreign government about how to
influence US policy. By some estimates that involves upwards of 20, high paid agents of Washington law
firms, consultancies and other racketeering organizations which generate billings of billions per year. Even the
most rapid anti-Russkie neocons have never accused Putin of doing anything close to that. At the end of the
day, Carter Page was really nothing more than a small time Swamp Creature plying his trade in the
international energy policy arena. Self-evidently, he had nothing to do with either stealing military secrets or
advising candidate Trump on Russia policy. David Stockman was a two-term Congressman from Michigan.
Read more by David Stockman.
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Note the prominent display of the vine staff , his sign of office. In the Roman infantry , centurions initially
commanded a centuria or "century". Centuries, or centuriae, developed from the Roman tribal system under
the Servian reforms and could contain to legionaries. Later, generals and Caesars further manipulated these
numbers with double and half-strength units. Julius Caesar , for instance, made the first century double
strength. Centurions seemed to receive a much higher rate of pay than the average legionary, which is twice as
much or more possibly as much as 17 times as much as a legionary soldier [7]. Veteran legionaries often
worked as tenants of their former centurions. The very best centurions were then promoted to become
centurions in the First Cohort, called Primi Ordines, commanding one of the ten centuries and also taking on a
staff role. The most senior centurion of the legion was the Primus Pilus who commanded the first century. All
centurions, however senior, had their own allocated century. There was little difference between the ranks of
centurions except for the Primus Pilus. The Primus Pilus also participated in war councils. Only eight officers
in a fully officered legion outranked the Primus Pilus: Comparisons between the centurion grades and modern
officer ranks can lead to many incorrect assumptions. Centurions could be elected, appointed by the Senate, or
promoted "from the ranks" for a variety of reasons. If this case were strictly so, then there would be a lack of
centurions in peacetime garrisons, which is where the Roman Army mostly spent its time. Centurions often
suffered heavy casualties in battle, generally fighting alongside the legionaries they commanded. They usually
led from the front, occupying a position at the front right of the century formation. They could be identified by
the transverse horse-hair crest on top of their helmet, their metal greaves and unlike the legionaries the sword
worn on the left, like all Roman officers. They also sought to display the skill and courage that may have
brought them to their rank in the first place. Below the centurions were the optiones , seconds-in-command of
centuries. Being held personally responsible for the training and discipline of the legionaries under their
command, centurions had a well-deserved reputation for dealing out harsh punishment. Evidence suggests that
centurions had important social status and held powerful positions in society. They seem to have received their
status according to their rank. Centurions began by leading junior centuries before being promoted to leading a
more senior one. Promotion usually came with experience, or at least length of service, but many still never
made it as far as leading a 1st cohort. Yet for centurions who showed, say, particularly conspicuous bravery
during battle, there was the opportunity to be promoted several grades at once. The precedence during the
times of the manipular legion, commanding sixty men, was organized like this: Ten junior and ten senior
Principes: Ten junior and ten senior Triarii: Five junior and five senior For the imperial legion they were
organized in order of who advanced first ; 1st cohort.
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á¼‘ÎºÎ±Ï„ÏŒÎ½Ï„Î±Ï•Ï‡Î¿Ï‚, hekatÃ³ntarkhos) was a professional officer of the Roman army after the Marian reforms of BC.

Episode 1 Shaddy Beach Teresa struggles with the loss of her mom and the reality of being a single parent.
Siggy introduces Margaret to the group and Danielle Staub returns. Episode 2 Let Them Eat Cake Siggy and
Dolores take sides against Teresa and Melissa; the rift between Margaret and Siggy turns ugly; Dolores deals
with the challenges of having her ex-husband and their son, Frankie, under the same roof. Episode 3 The
Apology Margaret throws a launch party for her purse line, but Siggy and Dolores refuse to attend, causing
Margaret to question how things got so bad. Teresa begins to work on a book and Joe makes an important
business decision without consulting Melissa. Siggy throws a party, but her anger over the cake haunts
Melissa. Episode 5 Not Over It Siggy comes up with a plan for dealing with her empty nest syndrome. Melissa
and Teresa get into a huge fight. Margaret and Dolores face off to confront their issues and Siggy tries to get
control of her emotions with hormone therapy. Later, Melissa and Joe argue over how to parent Antonia.
Melissa and Margaret plan a fun surprise for all the ladies but tensions flare when Siggy and Dolores confront
Teresa with a rumor they heard from Kim D. When Teresa confronts Kim D. Episode 10 Meltdown in Milan
Trying to fix their fractured friendship the girls take a trip to Milan, Italy, but the tensions lead to a blow up
fight that may divide the girls forever. Episode 11 Fauxpology Still in Milan, Margaret tries to mend her
friendship with Siggy with a shocking result. Teresa tries to talk some sense into her and Dolores and Melissa
have a heart to heart. Later, back in Jersey, Joe checks in with the Guidice kids. Danielle receives some
closure she has been wanting. Episode 13 Prisons, Proposals, and Parties Teresa visits her husband in prison
with a plan to demand an apology. Dolores receives advice from her ex-husband about her boyfriend.
Margaret celebrates her birthday and Siggy has a mishap that makes some of the women question her honesty.
Episode 16 Reunion Secrets Revealed Check out surprising never-before-seen moments: Milania Sneaks Out
of the House! Everyone Talking Over Andy: Blurbageddon Amber Hates Crying What Am I Apologizing for?
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I own a home down on Cape Cod now and she was instrumental in helping me get it all done They were there
for me, I was a nervous reck. I lived in my house for 40 years and it was difficult to move for me. All aspects
of the sale were handled very well and in a professional manner. Michael Marella was flexible in our
scheduling needs for open houses and showings. Communications with Michael Marella was excellent.
Questions were answered right away when possible or a return message or call was made right away. He did
an excellent job at guiding us along the entire process. I would recommend Mike since he did whatever it took
to sell a home. Every request we had, including getting the grass cut, coordinating the installation of alarms
and moving of excess furniture was handle without a hitch. Mike enables his customer to sit back and relax
while he does all the lifting. Thank you Mike Marella for keeping us focused on the goal of getting the house
sold. The buyers and their agent were very tough to deal with but you and Maureen Marella kept us on track.
We loved the basket and are very appreciative for all the two of you did. All the recommendations you
suggested helped in only needing one open house to sell the property, we will definitely recommend you and
your office to family or friends who may be selling in the future. Extremely professional and solved the
problems relating to the sale of the house in a timely manner. Mike was easy to work with. He was
professional, knowledgeable, and always informative!! The staff at century 21 Marella realty went out of their
way to make sure we had everything we needed every step of the way including answering our million
questions!! Fantastic experience working with Micheal Marella. He sold my house and helped me buy a condo
at the same time. Tough to coordinate but he and his staff were very helpful. Michael did an excellent job in
considering our requirements paired with his expert knowledge of the area we were looking for our home. He
knows value when he sees it and was able to be at any open house ASAP that we were interested in, which
was one of the driving factors of us getting the home we loved. I would highly recommend Michael Marella.
Expert knowledge of the area and 5 star communication between us and the seller. His reputation and solid
relationships with external parties was a huge help. The specific survey responses shown were selected by the
agent and were authorized by the client for display purposes. Some customers who provided a testimonial may
have received a Starbucks gift card from their CENTURY 21 Sales Professional as a thank you for completing
the customer satisfaction survey.
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Chapter 9 : The real â€˜deal of the centuryâ€™ - Opinion - Israel News | calendrierdelascience.com
The Centurions is a (c)3 charitable organization, that supports a wide range of charitable organizations and projects in
Southern Arizona. The Centurions maintain a membership of active members that are among Southern Arizona's most
prominent business and civic calendrierdelascience.comally founded in as an associate support group of St. Mary's
Hospital, the Centurion name.
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